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Company Summary 

Chesterfield Resources is 
focusing on non-outcropping 
copper orebodies in Cyprus. 
Many of the outcropping 
deposits have been mined 
historically, but the region has 
not been exposed to modern 
geological exploration 
techniques for around 50 years. 

Introduction 

BHC is initiating coverage of Chesterfield Resources (“Chesterfield”), a company that 

commenced gold and copper exploration in Cyprus in 2018. This small junior company 

is unusual in that it is backed by a team of 3 very senior, world class exploration 

geologists from tier one mining companies First Quantum, Rio Tinto and Lundin Mining. 

Cyprus’s mining sector has been largely frozen in time for 45 years and so has become 

significantly under-explored. Over the course of 2019 the Chesterfield team has worked-

up a detailed slate of over 30 targets (see map p 23). Earlier this year, two of these targets 

were tested with a percussion drill and both successfully returned sulphide mineralisation. 

With so many targets, the company is now confident of discovering new deposits. Drilling 

will recommence within weeks. This small explorer has been under the radar, but drilling 

successes are likely attract considerable interest to the stock.  

Copper & Gold in Cyprus 

Cyprus has been mined for copper going back as far as the Phoenicians (the word 

“copper” comes from the Latin name for Cyprus). It was a major producer in the last 

century, with approximately 1.3Mt of copper being mined from the 1920’s to the 1970’s. 

Yet following the Turkish invasion in 1974, production mostly stopped, and little 

exploration has occurred since. However, geological exploration techniques have 

improved radically in recent decades. Most orebodies in Cyprus were historically 

discovered only because they outcropped at surface. Now Chesterfield has applied a 

range of modern techniques to search for new deposits which are highly likely to be 

buried not far below surface. Historically, very little was mentioned regarding gold 

production in Cyprus, but it is well known that the Cypriot deposits are VMS deposits and 

typically contain gold along with the copper. Unsurprisingly, in most holes drilled to date, 

Chesterfield has recorded gold. 

Demand for Copper Set to Increase Dramatically 

Copper is forecast to emerge from the economic fallout caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic in relatively good form, with reduced mined and scrap supplies exceeding the 

drop in demand by an estimated 200kt. This is the reason for the strengthening copper 

price over the past 3 months. Looking forward, global demand reached 23.6Mt in 2018 

and is expected to grow at a 2.6% compound annual growth rate to reach nearly 30Mt 

by 2027. This demand is expected to be driven by environmentally friendly technologies 

such as EV’s, and the generation of electricity by wind and solar means. It will not stop 

there, with Rio Tinto forecasting that more copper will be required in the next 25 years 

than was consumed in the last 500 years. This stands to significantly benefit companies 

such as Chesterfield. Being small, they are much more nimble and can be highly 

profitable from relatively small orebodies which tend to have better grades and be 

polymetallic, whereas the larger companies need huge long life orebodies which tend to 

be much lower grade in order to be profitable. 

Catalysts for 2020 

Chesterfield spent 2019 developing a high quality suite of drill targets concentrated within 

a 5km radius. Chesterfield is set to drill imminently. The company had commenced its 

percussion drill programme just before the Covid crisis struck. It drilled two targets and 

scored two out of two, encountering sulphide material at both. It is now about to 

recommence that programme, prior to diamond drilling later in the summer. 
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Executive Summary 
 

World class geological exploration team 
 
Chesterfield has assembled a world class geological exploration team, drawn from some of the world’s best known 
exploration and mining companies. This is highly unusual for such a small junior exploration company. 
 
Chesterfield’s Managing Director is Mike Parker, who had a 20 year career with First Quantum Minerals (FQM) and was 
instrumental in two major copper discoveries for FQM, the Lonshi and Frontier mines. He was also their Country Manager 
for the DRC and then Peru, and managed a team of over 100 exploration personnel. 
 
The technical team is comprised of Dave Cliff who was previously Head of Exploration Europe, Rio Tinto. Dave worked for 
Rio Tinto for 26 years. He played a leading role in the discovery of the Copler gold mine in eastern Turkey, which has 
reserves of 3.7M ounces. As well as being a geologist, Dave is also a chartered engineer and a member of the Institute of 
Materials, Minerals and Mining. 
 
Neil O’Brian was previously Senior Vice President of New Business Development, Lundin Mining. He was one of the longest 
serving employees at Lundin Mining, and he is a leading authority on the Tethyan belt and VMS deposits. Neil is Technical 
Consultant to Chesterfield. 
 

Chesterfield Is Highly Leveraged to Copper and Gold 
 
With copper emerging as one of the major beneficiaries the Covid recovery, and the gold price riding high, Chesterfield as 
one of only a small number of copper/gold plays listed in London and with a market cap of £2.8M is the most leveraged 
play. 
 

Cyprus has been under explored for buried deposits 
 

Cyprus has remained significantly underexplored for the past 45 years, despite having some of the best prospective 
geology in Europe. The mining sector largely came to an abrupt halt following the Turkish invasion of the island in 
1974. A difficult political situation, falling copper prices and large new discoveries in Latin America all combined to 
condemn Cyprus’s once vibrant mining industry in the decades that followed.  
 
Mining in Cyprus is for copper or pyrite orebodies in typical VMS deposits. Historically, the only deposits mined were 
those which were discovered because they outcropped on surface. This was because in the 1960’s and 1970’s 
miners lacked the technology and know-how to look deeper.  
 
While there was some exploration in Cyprus during the mining boom of the noughties, it was patchy and inconclusive. 
In 2018 Chesterfield, and its team of senior geologists, acquired a large and dominant licence package across the 
most geologically prospective brownfield regions of the country. The company has become by far the largest licence 
holder in Cyprus. Starting with its Troodos West land package, the team has rolled-out a detailed and systematic 
exploration programme to locate and develop buried VMS deposit targets using the latest geological techniques. 
While VMS deposits tend to be small and high grade, some large world class discoveries have also been made in 
Cyprus. 
 

VMS deposits occur in clusters 
 
Volcanic Massive Sulphides, “VMS” deposits were only officially designated in 1983. They tend to be small, but high grade, 
often predominantly containing copper, gold, zinc, lead and silver. Importantly, VMS deposits typically occurs in clusters, 
often totalling 10Mt or more. Cyprus has never been explored for zinc. Chesterfield has had encouraging early drill results 

of gold alongside the copper. Where deposits are discovered on the surface, it is highly likely that further deposits 
remain buried underground. Commercial VMS mining operations typically involve the discovery of several deposits 
in close proximity that are then mined collectively to feed a central mill, creating economies of scale. While these 
deposits usually contain copper and gold, by-product credits generated from the production of different metals 
enhance the cash cost profiles for the mining companies and thus benefit their investors. 
 

West Troodos 
 

The Troodos West exploration programme was worked up by Chesterfield throughout last year. A camp-scale, fault-
bounded geological basin at Troodos West has been delineated with strong indications that there are many VMS 
deposits trapped under shallow cover, Chesterfield spent the last six months of 2019 analysing multiple layers of 
data, including an earlier extensive mapping study conducted by the United Nations, all available drilling records 
together with soil surveys, a satellite survey it conducted in early 2019, and various other data to put together a 
prioritised list of targets. Work has been focussed on Troodos West because that is the area with the most historical 
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mining and Chesterfield had drilling permits already granted on the area. Due to the number of historic mines it is 
considered more akin to brownfield exploration. Further, all the potential targets lie in an area 10km by 10km. This is 
important, as any discoveries are likely to part of a cluster, therefore, BHC anticipates that multiple discoveries, even 
if modest, can be utilised to feed a centralised a processing plant. 
 

Six High Priority Targets 
 
A disciplined process of target ranking has resulted in the prioritisation of 15 targets, with six being tier one, or high 
priority targets, because of multiple layers of evidence. In order, these are Evlim, KinValley, Hillside, Sliver, Westline 
Extension and Reefcover. BHC sees little change within the top three targets, but below this there could well be 
change in the rankings as additional work improves the standing of some of the other targets. 

 

Recent percussion drill programme 
 
After a year of detailed target development the company started drilling in early 2020. Unfortunately the programme 
was suspended after drilling the first 2 targets where sulphide mineralisation was discovered at both, due to bad 
weather and then by the Covid-19 shut-down. Chesterfield started testing its targets with a percussion drill as an 
advanced exploration technique. While such a drill cannot be used to provide the market with accurate intersection 
and grade data, it is inexpensive and quick. It is certainly accurate enough to inform the company if it is drilling 
through the sulphide mineralised deposits it is seeking. With so many targets on its list, and this early confirmatory 
drilling, the company is highly confident of discovering further VMS deposits. The percussion drill provides an 
excellent final test before diamond drilling. The less-costly percussion drill results will allow Chesterfield to plan its 
diamond drilling to maximum effect. The company has now taken a decision to test six or seven further targets with 
the percussion drill and this will commence as soon as the ground has dried sufficiently, which is expected in late 
June or early July.  
 

Drilling to be the key catalyst in 2020, multiple targets within 10Km of each other 
 
Over the next few months, the company hopes to realise the fruits of its detailed exploration data analysis of the past 
year. Chesterfield is looking for copper, gold, silver and zinc in the targets. Historically, the orebodies were only mined 
for copper and pyrite. This polymetallic approach should improve the viability of any discovery. The key catalyst for 
2020 will be drilling of targets following extensive desktop and field work, including mapping, extensive geochemical 
sampling and geophysics. More recently an IP study was conducted between the old Limni and Evloimeni pits that 
has identified further drill targets. There was one IP line run on the Kinousa Fault area, which has revealed a second 
target, named KinValley. The recent geological work has enabled the Company to generate a further thirty targets 
within 10Km of each other in Troodos West. With so many well-developed targets the company is confident of 
discovering new massive sulphide deposits, with the objective of developing a centralised mining operation. 
 

Demand for Copper Set to Soar 
 
Copper is emerging as one of the biggest beneficiaries of the Covid recovery. Much of the estimated $10 trillion of 
global stimulus spending will find its way into clean tech infrastructure. The green revolution will involve the continued 
the electrification of energy and transportation. The copper price has been strengthening in the past few weeks with 
the demand from China as it uses stimulus spending to boost domestic infrastructure programme. Copper is emerging 
as a V shaped recovery from the Covid crisis, with prices slowing increasing over the past three months. With Rio 
Tinto estimating that the world will need to consume more copper in the next 25 years than it did in the past 500 
years this recovery in the copper price is anticipated to continue well into the future. 
 

Discovery South 

 

Discovery South is an area south of the Troodos Mountains previously explored by the UN. Nine prospects have 
been identified by Chesterfield while archival data is currently being digitised. There is one very interesting target in 
this area, called Perapedhi. This was drilled by the United Nations in 1980 and intersected 1% copper over 15 to 
20m. 
 

A superb jurisdiction 
 
Cyprus is in the EU, and has excellent infrastructure and mining regulations. English is widely spoken and the jurisdiction 
is based on English common law. It has extensive ties with the UK.  The exploration area is sparsely populated and mining 
friendly. 
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Company History 
 
Chesterfield, through a reverse takeover of a private local company, HKP and renamed Chesterfield Resources 
Cyprus (“Chesterfield”), held seven granted Prospecting Permits and a further six applications for Prospecting 
Permits. Chesterfield’s Granted Prospecting Permits are in their first year of tenure and cover an area of 
approximately 3,211 ha, whilst Chesterfields Prospecting Permit Applications cover an area of approximately 2,779 
ha and are expected to be granted early in 2020. By November 2019, the number of new licences applied for had 
grown to 19, covering an area of 235km2 of some of the most prospective ground available in Cyprus. Of these, six 
had been granted, taking the 100% owned permits to 50km2, with applications covering a further 186km2, taking the 
total area to 235km2. 
 
The enlarged portfolio divides into four project areas: the Troodos West, Discovery South, Troodos North and the 
Troodos East Projects. All Projects have evidence of historical exploration and mining. Chesterfield’s Granted 
Prospecting Permits form the Troodos West Project, comprising seven almost contiguous 100% owned Prospecting 
Permits in the western foothills of the Troodos Mountains. Chesterfield’s Granted Prospecting Permits cover ca. 
3,211 ha along a 14 km southwest trend extending from the abandoned Limni Mine to near the village of Anadhiou. 
Chesterfield’s Granted Prospecting Permits cover the abandoned Limni, Kinousa, Uncle Charles and Evloimeni 
Mines and a number of known prospects where there has been previous exploration. 
 

Time Line of key Historical Events 

 

Date Event 

03 Jul 2018 Admission to the official list and trading on LSE 

27 Jul 2018 Appointment of Executive Chairman 

05 Sep 2018 Operational update 

11 Jan 2019 Appointment of Chief Operating Officer 

04 Feb 2019 Significant expansion of exploration programme 

04 Mar 2019 Applications more than triple land position 

16 Apr 2019 New exploration targets identified via satellite 

05 Jun 2019 Commencement of geophysics programme 

03 Jul 2019 Successful completion of IP Programme, New target defined at Evlim 

25 Jul 2019 New drill targets identified in Troodos West 

30 Sep 2019 Interim Results – Net cash of £1.28M as at 30 June 2019 

14 Jan 2020 Percussion drill programme 

03 Feb 2020 Successful results from percussion drilling 

25-Feb 2020 Drilling Update 

21 Apr 2020 Gold Prospectivity 

11-May 2020 Chesterfield to re-commence operations in Cyprus 

08-Jun 2020 Managing Director appointment 

  

Source: Chesterfield Resources 
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Mining in Cyprus 
 
In 1878, Cyprus became a British protectorate. During the prior Ottoman occupation, there was no mining activity at 
all in the island. When the British came, things began to change. They started issuing prospecting permits and 
showed some interest in mining.  

Development of the Cyprus Mines Corporation  
 

In 1912, an American prospector, Charles G Gunther was sent to Egypt by the owners of an American company to 
find the sources of the pharaohs’ gold. During his trip, as he was approaching Egypt, there was a storm, so his ship 
got nestled for a few days in Cyprus. He thought that it might be a good idea for him to see if there was any interesting 
mineral wealth on the island. He rented a few camels, loaded all the exploration equipment on them, and started 
looking around Cyprus. He asked the local people if they knew of any mining activity. 
 
At that time, Cyprus was a wholly reliant on agriculture. He was finally told that there was a place called Skouriotissa. 
In the Greek language, it means the place of slag. When he arrived there, he found a monastery just outside the 
mine and a church which translated into “Our Lady of the Slag”. He parked his camels and equipment, and started 
exploring. He put all his money and effort in this venture and he finally discovered the ancient Voukassa ore body. 
 
In 1916, supported by two American investors, they established the Cyprus Mines Corporation to develop the 
Skouriotissa mine and other deposits. These included Mavrovouni, which became one of the richest deposits found 
anywhere in the world. This company was fast growing and active in building installations for processing the ore, 
then opening of new mines, hiring and training workers, and in this way, introducing technology to the island. It 
became the leading industry in Cyprus and later expanded in the United States. 
 
As of 1955, the company's copper mines on Cyprus had become the island's largest industry, exporting nearly a 
million tons of copper, supported 2,000 of the island's inhabitants and provided more than 25 percent of the island's 
annual revenue. Cyprus Mines paid its employees 15–20 percent above the island’s average wage. The company 
ran an up-to-date, 65-bed hospital for its employees, built scores of low-cost houses for them to live in, and helped 
to run schools, sports clubs, welfare centres, and summer camps for their families. 
 
In 1974 following the Turkish invasion, the Cyprus Mines Corporation pulled out of Cyprus and the Mavrovouni mine 
and processing plant remained in an area not controlled by the government of the Republic of Cyprus and in 1979 
Cyprus Mines Corporation was acquired by Amoco Corporation. 
 
Cyprus is dominated by two mountain ranges; the Troodos Mountains in the central part of the island, rising to 1,952 
m (Mount Olympus) and the Pentadaktylos Mountains (Kyrenia Range) in the north of the island, rising to 1,085 m. 
Unglaciated through the last ice age, the Cyprus landscape and topography has been shaped by tectonic upheaval, 
erosion and mass transport, as well as deep incision by rivers. 
 
Many of the exposed massive sulphide deposits around the Troodos Mountains in Cyprus have been mined for 
copper since the earliest Bronze Age and small scale copper production continues at the Hellenic Mining Company 
owned Skouriotissa Mine. Modern mining commenced in Cyprus in the 1920’s with more than 74 Mt of massive ore 
extracted from about 30 deposits in the following 50 years. Production focussed on pyrite, copper, gold and silver, 
although some of the Cyprus deposits also contain appreciable amounts of zinc. The largest known deposit in Cyprus 
is Mavrovouni where 16.5 Mt at approximately 4.5% Cu was officially reported as extracted between 1929 and 1974. 
 

Copper mining in Cyprus was significantly disrupted and essentially curtailed in the 1970’s after Cyprus was 
partitioned following the Turkish invasion. This was further compounded by adverse changes to global supply and 
demand in the copper market. However, for an area that has been so productive and that offers such prospectivity 
the paucity of modern exploration and investment is startling. In addition to copper, many of the deposits host 
appreciable primary gold. Indeed, the weathered zones above many deposits are strongly enriched with gold and 
silver. 
 
In 2017, Hellenic Mining Company started extracting gold from oxide material in a small gold circuit at Skouriotissa. 
The primary pyrite ores now offer economic viability with the addition of widespread gold. Additionally, zinc, whilst 
not considered significantly historically, may today make a reasonable addition to the economics of the deposits. 
 

Interestingly, although many of the orebodies contain gold, and Chesterfield frequently encountered gold in 
mineralised intersections in its 2018 drilling campaign. However, historical records of gold, either contained or 
produced are scant. One possible reason for this is that prior to World War II, there was very little trade in copper 
concentrates and custom smelters were very reluctant to pay for the precious metal content of the concentrates. This 
changed after the war, when competition for concentrates commenced.  
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Geology 
 

Exhibit 1: Location of Cyprus 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 
The island of Cyprus is in the eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea along the southern margin of the Anatolian 
Tectonic Plate. The area of interest for mineral exploration is a geological feature known as the Troodos Ophiolite, a 
fragment of seafloor which erupted in a marginal intra-arc basin above a north-dipping subduction zone in the Tethys 
Ocean about 92 Ma. Volcanism stopped as the Troodos seafloor collided with the Anatolian Plate and the entire 
Troodos domain was rotated about 90° counter-clockwise before these rocks were subsequently overlain by various 
calcareous marine sediments. During the Middle Miocene (ca. 14 Ma) the Troodos Mountains started to rise with 
uplift accelerating over the last million years. 
 
Definitive lithostratigraphic zones within the extrusive part of the ophiolite sequence are identified for each volcanic 
cycle, in order from youngest to oldest, as:  
 

• Cover Sequence Sedimentary Rocks: Two discrete sedimentary sequences:  

o Recent (<3 Ma) coarse grained alluvial sediments; and  

o Cretaceous to Miocene (<100 Ma) sedimentary sequence (0.2 km thick) composed mainly of 
limestone, chalk and marl. This sequence conformably overlies the volcanic-intrusive ophiolite 
sequence. 

• Extrusive Sequence Rocks (Volcanic): Two discrete sequences of basaltic pillow lavas are identified, which 
comprise an Upper Pillow Lava (UPL) and Lower Pillow Lava (LPL) as follows:  

• The UPL (200-400 m thick) contains abundant olivine crystals and rare dykes. The top of the sequence is marked 
by a thin (<20m thick), Mn-rich chemical sediment known locally as “umber”; and 

• The LPL (ca. 500 m thick) lacks olivine and contains abundant dykes. 

 
The UPL and LPL are also differentiated by their very distinct geochemical compositions, and both units contain 
thin, discontinuous sedimentary units within and between the volcanic units. 
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Volcanic-Hosted Massive Sulphide (VHMS) mineralisation is commonly found in the transition zone between the 
LPL and the UPL. 
 

• The Sheeted Dyke Complex (Intrusive): ca. 2km thick, and chiefly composed (50 - 100%) of steeply dipping 
mafic dykes (each dyke ca. 0.5 to 1.0m thick) which intrude either gabbro (lower part of unit) or basalt lava flows 
(upper part); and 

• The Plutonic Complex: Comprising a lower, ultramafic (Harzburgite) unit and an upper mafic (Gabbro) unit 
separated by an interlayered mafic/ultramafic unit. The lower unit represents the uppermost mantle, and the 
middle and upper units represent lower oceanic crust components. The thickness of the overall unit is estimated 
to be at least 5km. Minor, more evolved (e.g. plagiogranite) intrusive rocks are also recognised as part of this 
package. 

 

Cyprus VMS deposits are composed of pyrite with varying contents of chalcopyrite and sphalerite, with rare galena. 
Marcasite, pyrrhotite, rutile, gold and silver are also present, with silver strongly associated with chalcopyrite. Clay 
and silica form primary alteration haloes around these deposits. Many of the deposits have been weathered with 
copper oxides, chalcocite, covellite, bornite, digenite, vallerite, tenorite, as well as jarosite, magnetite and hematite 
as the main secondary minerals. Defined according to the style of pyrite mineralisation and amount of contained 
sulphur there are three different types of sulphide ore defined within Cypriot VMS orebodies. Most ore bodies 
comprise Zone A mineralisation with either Zone B or Zone C making up the remainder of the ore-body. Rarely are 
all three zones present. 

 

• Zone A forms in the upper part of the VHMS deposits and is massive with >40% S. It is commonly composed of 
a further two ore types: conglomeratic ore and underlying compact ore. The conglomeratic ore is a fragmented 
zone with pillow shaped or spheroidal blocks of sulphides in a sugary, friable Fe-disulphide matrix dominated 
by pyrite. The size and proportion of the sulphide blocks increases downward, and the underlying compact ore 
is much less porous than the overlying conglomeratic ore. Large blocks of pyrite are commonly coated with 
chalcopyrite, with covellite forming along fractures. 

• Zone B underlies Zone A and is a pyrite-quartz zone grading from 40% S at the top to 30% at the base. Cu 
values are typically 1-2%. 

• Zone C is the stockwork zone, and underlies Zones A, and B if present. The stockwork zone contains <30% 
sulphur, and contains vein hosted as well as disseminated pyrite. 

 
The mineralogy and chemistry of the massive sulphide bodies varies between localities. Some contain up to 4.5% 
Cu and were previously mined for copper. Others were mined historically for sulphur and iron, or occasionally their 
gossans for precious metals. VMS deposits and occurrences in Cyprus are likely to be associated with gossans and 
other useful exploration vectors such as umbers, exhalites, limonite and ochres. The presence and concentration of 
secondary copper sulphides are also indicative of the proximity of primary VHMS mineralisation. 
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What are VMS Deposits? 
 

Volcanogenic Massive Sulphide (VMS) deposits are one of the richest sources of metals such as copper, lead, and 
zinc globally. VMS deposits can also produce economic amounts of gold and silver. Currently, global metal production 
from VMS deposits account for 22% of zinc, 9.7% of lead, 6% of copper, 8.7% of silver and 2.2% of gold. VMS 
deposits occur around the globe and often form in clusters or camps, following the tectonic plate boundaries in areas 
of ancient underwater volcanic activity. 
 

Natural processes underway today are forming the VMS deposits of tomorrow. This gives scientists an incredible 
advantage in witnessing how VMS deposits form and gives a special advantage to geologists as to what to look for. 
The geological processes that form VMS deposits occur at the depths of the ocean and are associated with volcanic 
and/or sedimentary rocks. 
 
In areas where the Earth’s crust is thin due to faulting or separation of tectonic plates, the magma heats up the ocean 
floor. 
 

As the Earth’s crust heats up, the ground softens and allows heated magma to escape towards the ocean or crust 
contact, the early beginning of a volcano and the deposition of minerals into the ocean floor from magma. Also, the 
heated ground cracks and begins a process that draws sea water into the crust which becomes super-heated and 
imbued with minerals. Black and white smokers expel this seawater back to the surface. 
 

Black and white smokers exhale a mineral rich-plume that spreads out over the ocean floor. As it moves farther and 
farther away from its heat source, the plume precipitates minerals onto the ocean floor. Over time, the continual 
activity of the smokers and their mineral rich plumes create mineralized beds that become VMS deposits. With the 
movement of the Earth’s tectonic plates, these mineral rich beds are transposed and can be found on land that was 
once underwater. 
 

Current resource and historical production figures from 904 VMS deposits around the world average roughly 17Mt, 
comprised of approximately 1.7% copper, 3.1% zinc, and 0.7% lead. A few giant mineral deposits (greater than 30Mt) 
and several copper-rich and zinc-rich deposits of median tonnage (~2 Mt) skew the averages. 
 

Several large VMS camps are known in Canada, including the Flin Flon, Bathurst and Noranda camps. The high-
grade deposits within these camps are often in the range of five to 20 Mt of ore and can be much larger. VMS mines 
typically have mine lives of around 10 years, but continually find and develop new orebodies. The impact of this is 
that they appear to have short mine lives but remain in operation for decades. Prime examples of such mines are 
Rosebery in Tasmania which has been in operation since 1936 and Zinkgruven in Sweden which has been in 
production since 1857.  
 
There are two types of mineralisation models appropriate for Cyprus. The Stratabound and the Exhalative types. 
Exhalative deposits are formed by the smokers described above, and then become covered by either volcanic lava 
flows, or by sediment building up on the sea floor. By contrast stratabound deposits are formed by mineralisation 
getting trapped below the sea floor by cap rocks, such as an igneous intrusion. In the examples illustrated below, a 
fault has contributed to constraining the deposit. Geologists exploring for both types of deposit will focus on 
recognising an entire ore systems, understanding faulting, overburden and trapping mechanisms. 
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Exhibit 2: Mineralisation Model: Stratabound Type 

 
Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 
On the right hand side of each graphic is a list of Chesterfield targets of each type, with estimates of their depth. It is 
note-worthy that these are shallow, just 50-150m below surface.  
 

Exhibit 3: Mineralisation Model: Exhalative Type 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 
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Top Tier Exploration Approach 
 

Chesterfield is adopting a top tier exploration approach in a junior company by virtue of its highly qualified team. It 
has a number of exploration advantages over historical exploration that has been conducted in Cyprus. While many 
orebodies have been mined throughout the history of the island, they believe there are many more yet to be 
discovered. To achieve this, Chesterfield believes that it has six advantages over historic explorers: 

 
1. The ability to drill efficiently near old mines looking for mine extensions. From Phoenician times until the 

mining industry halted in the mid-1970’s, copper explorers in Cyprus had to rely on surface outcrops of copper 
mineralisation to locate ore bodies. They would then start to mine around the outcrop and follow the ore bodies 
down until they were exhausted. Even in the 1970’, exploration drilling was still expensive and slow. There was, 
therefore, little exploration in the vicinity of large historic mines, which provides an opportunity for a modern 
exploration company such as Chesterfield. 

2. Using advanced techniques to track and locate deep mineralised deposits under basalt flows. Large 
areas of the mineralised belt are covered by ancient sheets of basalt. There is, therefore, an extremely high 
likelihood that many ore bodies are buried under this basalt “cover”. Because there is no surface outcrop, 
previous explorers would not have been able to locate these orebodies. Chesterfield can use satellite analysis 
to analyse where faulting systems can be seen moving undercover. Geophysics is then used to “look” under the 
layers of cover rock for anomalies that indicate mineralisation. Geophysical techniques include magnetic 
surveys, IP (induced polarisation) and airborne surveys such as helicopter VTEM and Mag drones. 

3. A greatly improved understanding of where and which faults and traps may host deposits. The 
understanding of Cyprus geology has advanced considerably in the last 45 years. Chesterfield now have a much 
better idea of how hot metal-bearing fluids would have flowed into faulted systems, so-called “permissive 
pathways” and then become trapped. Advanced structural geological thinking has replaced many of the 
traditional theories about the formation of Cyprus style deposits. 

4. A substantial exploration toolbox to provide co-incident target evidence. Chesterfield has a substantial 
exploration tool box at its disposal. Once a target has been identified, it is mapped, various types of surveys are 
run and historical archive evidence gathered. All this data is combined on a computer system called GIS. It is 
the over-lapping co-incidence of this evidence that gives strength to the final targeting decision and the specific 
location of the test holes to be drilled. Chesterfield also puts considerable emphasis on geochemistry, especially 
soil sampling. This involves digging a large number of shallow holes and analysing soil samples for traces of 
metals that may have found their way to the surface over many years from the rocks below. While this may 
appear rudimentary, it is still an effective technique to gather evidence of what is happening below the surface. 
Chesterfield has also put a substantial amount of work into finding and analysing information in Cypriot 
Government mines services archives. This can include mining information from when the industry was active, 
numerous exploration surveys and academic reports which had been completed on the island since. The 
industry closed 45 years ago which means there are still a number of geologists alive from that period. 
Chesterfield has built good relationships with prominent local geologists which has helped greatly with the 
knowledge of prior exploration and production, and their potential use as a vector to identify VMS style deposits. 

5. A disciplined approach to target ranking, prioritisation and development. Chesterfield has a very 
disciplined approach to reducing the search area on its land packages to identifying a series of targets. These 
targets are then ranked, prioritised and resources allocated to them accordingly. The ranking of the targets will 
change as evidence is gathered and analysed. The company puts a great deal of effort into developing these 
targets, running various surveys and analysing data before selecting the best targets to test with diamond drilling.  

 

The pyramid graphic below illustrates the exploration process from identifying land packages to diamond drilling. 
It is a multi-stage target development process, and far more exacting than many junior explorers, and a huge 
advance on the historical approach to exploration. 

6. Advanced testing by percussion drilling.  Percussion drilling is a cost-effective and rapid method to 
investigate targets at depths of up to 200m. Drill costs are around 15% of those of diamond drilling, with no 
mobilisation costs. It is also quite rapid, with a hole usually being drilled in a day. The drilling produces rock 
chips from wide diameter holes that yield good data for geological logging including the presence of 
mineralisation, its extent and potential thickness. XRF analysis is used on site, but the suitability of the chips for 
assay is limited. 
 

Chesterfield regards percussion drilling as an excellent final test prior to diamond drilling (coring) programmes. If 
the percussion drills through sulphides this helps greatly in planning diamond drill holes. Very important information 
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is learned about structures, traps and the causes of anomalies. This means that the diamond drill holes can be 
efficiently planned to encounter the mineralised sulphides that they are seeking. 

 
The areas were then divided into four zones, the combination green field and brownfield exploration programme in 

Troodos West, the greenfields exploration at Discovery South and the greenfield exploration targets in Troodos 

North and East. The current focus is on Troodos West and the Kinousa fault, where a number of closely located 

targets have been delineated. 

Location of the Projects 
 

Exhibit 4: Map of Southern Cyprus showing Exploration Areas. 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 

Troodos West 
 
The Troodos West Project comprises eight (8) granted Prospecting Permits covering 3,474 hectares (34.74 km2) on 
the western side of the Troodos Mountains. Within the Troodos West Project area there are four (4) abandoned 
mines, other prospects with exposed sulphide mineralisation and some ancient slag piles. 
 

The recorded production from the historic mines on these leases was: 

• Limni,   open cast  8.1Mt @ 1.11% copper and 15% sulphur 

• Kinousa,  underground   271kt @ 2.88% copper and 42% sulphur 

• Uncle Charles open pit    299kt @ 2.23% copper and 47% sulphur 

• Evloimeni   open pit      63kt @ 0.68% copper and 19% sulphur 

 

The Troodos West Project area is considered highly prospective for new discoveries because: 

 

• There is extensive direct evidence for copper mineralisation, such as outcrops of primary copper-pyrite-
sulphide, malachite staining and ancient slag piles 

• There are potential extensions around known mines and prospects 

• Prospective host rocks are only exposed over approximately 50% of the area but have already yielded four 
mines and numerous prospects. Modern exploration techniques should be able to locate blind deposits beneath 
the shallowly covered areas 

• Umber and ochre vectors have been mapped in the area 
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• Previous exploration work identified new prospects with potential high-grade copper-gold-silver-zinc 
mineralisation that have not been fully evaluated 

 

Exhibit 5:  The Troodos West Leases 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resource 

 

The exploration programme 

Chesterfield commenced their exploration programme in September 2018, with the initial focus of advancing the 
Troodos West Project.  
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Historical Drilling 
 
Historical drilling by Cyprus Copper Corporation in the 1950’s highlighted 
 

• CD-E1: sulphide mineralisation from 4.6m (beneath "surface wash") to end-of-hole at 76.2m including:16.8m @ 
0.69 g/t Au, 3.74 g/t Ag, 0.94% Cu, 1.04% Zn from 4.6m and 9.1m @ 0.8 g/t Au, 3.62 g/t Ag, 1.27% Cu, 1.34% 
Zn from 10.7m 

• CD-E15: 44.2m of sulphide mineralisation from surface (beneath a thin "oxidised capping") to end-of-hole, but 
strongest from 1.5 - 22.9m including: 30.5m @ 0.55% Cu, 2.2% Zn from 1.5 m incl. 21.3m @ 0.72% Cu, 2.93% 
Zn from 1.5m incl. 10.7m @ 0.89% Cu, 4.56% Zn from 1.5m 

 

Further, publically reported drilling in 2011 highlighted: 

• 11EV01: 42.0m @ 0.66 g/t Au, 1.86 g/t Ag, 0.11% Cu, 0.11% Zn from 8.4m, incl. 24.3 m @ 1.0 g/t Au, 2.74 g/t 
Ag, 0.11% Cu, 0.11% Zn from 8.4m 
 

Chesterfield’s 2018 Drill Programme 
 

The first round of drilling by Chesterfield, a total of 3,097.5m, produced the following results: 
 

Double 7 

• 18DS01 - 18.90m @ 1.29 g/t Au, 13.18 g/t Ag, 0.62% Cu and 0.49% Zn from 45.10m; Incl. 2.4m @ 2.99g/t Au 
and 1.80% Cu from 49.00m and incl. 6.4m @ 1.47 g/t Au and 1.10% Cu from 56.00m 

• 18DS02 - 11.10m @ 1.29 g/t Au, 7.42 g/t Ag, 0.18% Cu and 0.42% Zn from 81.05m 

 
Evloimeni 

• 18EV01 - 27.93 m @ 0.97 g/t Au from 13.20m 

• 18EV02 - 29.80 m @ 1.10 g/t Au, 0.28% Cu from 8.75m incl. 11.50m @ 1.9g/t Au from 11.30m and 6.10m @ 
1.25% Cu from 25.30m 

 
Mavroyi 

• 18MV05 - 20.20m @ 0.89 g/t Au from 56.00m 

• 18MV06 - 3.75m @ 2.28 g/t Au, 17.82 g/t, Ag, 2.36% Cu and 0.47% Zn from 90.65m 

• 18MV06 - 10.45m @ 3.83 g/t Au, 24.11 g/t Ag, 0.14% Cu and 1.12% Zn from 100.00m 

 
Following this drilling, Chesterfield filed for additional applications of 186km2 in 20 mineral exploration permits. If 
granted, these would take the total size of the Company's exploration land package in Cyprus to 237.6 km2. 
Importantly, these applications were contiguous with Chesterfield’s existing land package. An additional two 
exploration licences were also granted, Anglesidhes in Troodos East and Xyliato in Troodos North, which were 
permitted for drilling. This in addition to the three licence permits granted in February 2019. The current permitted 
portfolio now totals 12 licences covering 50 km2. 
 

Satellite Surveys - 2019 
 
In early 2019, data was acquired from the Aster and Sentinel 2 satellite platforms. The survey uses both high 
resolution photography and the non-visible spectrum to analyse alterations in rock structures from space. Sentinel 2, 
owned by the European Space Agency, is particularly suited to identifying Cyprus-type mineralisation by using 
specially calibrated sensors. The information acquired from these satellites was analysed by specialised services in 
the USA and used to narrow down the search areas on this large land package to a number of specific targets. 
Chesterfield has since run an IP survey over the area between the Limni pit and Evloimeni, and has proved up a drill 
target. 
 

IP Survey - 2019 
 
Chesterfield released the results of some of its IP (induced polarisation/resistivity) geophysical survey on its 
exploration ground in Cyprus and initial results have been analysed.  
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The survey was conducted on a prospective target area called Evlim close to the large abandoned open pit mine of 
Limni. There are indications that Evlim contains a satellite deposit related to the Limni mine, and may contain 
significant quantities of gold, as well as copper. During Q4 of 2018 the Company drilled an adjacent mined area 
called Evloimeni and encountered significant zones of gold mineralisation including 29.8m at 1.10g/t (from 13.2m) 
and 27.9m at 0.97g/t (from 8.75m). Evloimeni was mined for copper which overlaid this gold mineralisation. As a 
result of the gold encounter at Evloimeni, the Company conducted mapping and geochemical surveys of adjacent 
areas. It has identified a significant nearby structure that suggests this copper and gold system was faulted down 
and so continues at depth. The IP survey was commissioned in the area between Evloimeni and Limni (abbreviated 
to Evlim) to test this.  

 

Exhibit 6: The IP Lines Between Evloimeni and Limni 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 

The initial results of the IP survey are encouraging with a significant anomaly identified in the vicinity of the fault. 
Combined survey and archival information suggests that the Evloimeni deposit continues at depth under the cover 
of adjacent pillow lavas at Evlim. 
 
Section line 3 of the IP survey shows the extent and size of the anomalies, suggesting a considerable sulphide 
presence. 
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Exhibit 7:  Section Line 3 of the IP Study 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 

Section line 7 shows the historic non-compliant hole (EW 10) which graded 0.8% copper over 11m from 45m. There 
is an encouraging correlation between the copper intersection from EW 10 and the IP anomaly. This target is being 
prepared for drilling. 
 

Exhibit 8:  Section Line 7 of the IP Study 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 

Following this work, enhanced by desk top studies, over 30 buried VMS targets have been discovered in an area 

dominated by a 10km long structure with multiple targets in various settings at the top of volcanic piles (exhalative) 

or within the volcanic piles (stratabound). 
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Historic BRGM Document Discovery 
 

Recently, an historic BRGM (the French geological survey) document was found in the Government archives which 

has significantly added to the knowledge regarding the Evlin target. 
 
This archived research shows that the Limni pit produced an estimated 150kt of copper before closing in 1979. 
Discussions with Cypriot geologists from the 1970’s revealed that the Evliomeni pit was also mined for copper on the 
surface and that the gold deposit may have been left behind (due to low metal prices and the poor quality gold assays 
on the island). When Chesterfield drilled the old Evliomeni workings in the fourth quarter of 2018, the drill core assays 
confirmed significant gold mineralisation underlying the mined pit. (The results are shown on page 15) Mapping has 
also provided evidence that an extension to Evloimeni has faulted down with the copper and gold continuing at depth 
under the basal cover. 
 
The right hand side shows where copper bearing sulphides have been mined and remnant root zones were drilled 
by Chesterfield in late 2018 revealing good gold intercepts. 

 
A fault identified on the left of the diagram would suggest that the whole system has been down faulted. The BRGM 
hole was drilled seemingly to test this and came back positive. Chesterfield are targeting the copper zone overlying 
the gold zone. 

 

Exhibit 9:  BRGM Cross-section 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 
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Percussion Drilling – January 2020 

In January 2020, Chesterfield announced that it had commenced a percussion drilling programme on its Troodos 
West copper/gold exploration region in Cyprus.  
 
Rock chips from percussion drilling yield strong data for geological logging including the presence of mineralisation, 
its extent, and potential thickness. Due to the unconstrained nature of the drilling method any analyses produced 
from the chips are indicative only. Percussion is an invasive tool that allows the potential of targets to be assessed, 
and substantially de-risks follow-up diamond drilling (coring) programmes.  
 
Despite exceptionally heavy rainfall and muddy conditions, which severely limited access to some of the drill sites, 
Chesterfield was able to test two of its targets, Hillside and Embayment. Sulphide mineralisation was encountered at 
both targets, with half the holes returning positive indications. 
 
This successful trial percussion drilling, or “proof of concept” will enable Chesterfield’s diamond drill campaigns to be 
effectively designed increasing the likelihood of intersecting VMS-style mineralisation. Percussion drilling, which is 
just 15% of the cost of comparable diamond drilling rates, has proven a highly effective underground target screening 
tool and will be further deployed at other Troodos West targets prior to diamond drilling. 
 
With sulphide mineralisation being encountered at both targets, the company's diamond drill campaigns can now be 
accurately planned with a high level of confidence of intersecting VMS-type sulphides. The percussion drilling is being 
employed as the final phase of exploration and target vectoring prior to diamond drilling. Four holes were drilled on 
each target and sulphides encountered in two holes at each target. 
 
At Hillside concentrated sulphide mineralisation was reported in two holes collared approximately 50 meters apart at 
expected stratigraphic target horizon and with the presence of gold, zinc, and copper, which is the typical revenue 
metal signature for Cyprus VMS deposits. These results are strongly indicative of VMS type mineralisation and 
prioritize the Hillside target for follow-up diamond (core) drilling. The other two holes missed the VMS deposit but 
provided valuable information about an igneous intrusive that is likely trapping the deposit as a cap rock.  Further 
percussion holes are planned at Hillside and the adjoining target of Hillside South which indicates similar geological 
characteristics. 
 
At Embayment, a complex geological target, the presence of sulphides with enriched zinc values was noted on the 
south-western end of a large (1000m strike-length) target. The central portion of the target remains untested due to 
difficulty of access in the wet weather. 

 
The percussion drilling intersected sulphides at relatively shallow depths, covered by overlying cap rocks, and 
represents a significant advance in the geological knowledge of the district.  
 
Several higher ranked targets remain untested due to access problems caused by mud and road subsidence caused 
by the unseasonable bad weather. The drill campaign was further hindered by the covid-19 lock down. Now that the 
weather has improved and the land dried out, with the lock down lifted, Chesterfield is intending to restart drilling in 
late June of very early July. The targets will be tested in a focused percussion drilling campaign to prepare them for 
follow-up diamond drilling. 
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Exhibit 10:  Percussion drilling at Hillside 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 

The Kinousa Fault Prospective Targets (Troodos West) 

 
The Kinousa Fault runs parallel to a line between the Limni Pit and the Evloimeni Mine, but extends for 15km with 
multiple historical mines occurring on two parallel trends. It runs approximately 1km to the east of where the IP study 
was conducted. It is characterised by: 
 

• Feeder/stockwork characteristics on the fault and in the footwall 

• VMS style mineralisation in the hanging wall 

• Multiple exploration targets in a well exposed geological area 

• Previous geochemical anomalies have been confirmed and augmented by CHF programmes. 

 
The know areas of mineralisation along the Kinousa Fault include: 
 

• Magounda-a gossan with gold, where historic drilling intersected pyrite with copper 

• Double Seven- gold in massive pyrite where historic drilling includes 70-80 feet at 2.32% copper 

• Kinousa Mine, an underground mine with production of 0.27Mt grading 2.88% copper 

• Uncle Charles Mine with open pit production of 0.26Mt @ 2.23% copper and where sampling at the base of 
the pit has found gold 

• Pourmaji- an exposed massive sulphide with copper and gold 

• Larmou where there is widespread secondary copper in footwall to the volcanics 

 
The UN conducted a soil survey in 1983 which yielded results of up to and greater than 3200ppm copper in an area 
east of and adjacent to the Kinousa Fault. Chesterfield completed a soil survey in 2019 which confirmed the spatial 
distribution and copper values of the 1983 survey, and their potential use as a vector to identify VMS style deposits. 
This area has had its drill permits granted. 
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Exhibit 11:  The Kinousa Fault, 15km of targets in the hanging wall 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 
Chesterfield has prioritised a further target for drilling in the environs of the Kinousa fault, known as the KinValley 
target. This previously untested target is interpreted to be a shallowly buried VMS deposit formed within a 2nd order 
extensional graben within the down-thrown hanging wall of the fault and is preserved in favourable stratigraphy. 
KinValley is within the same trend as a cluster of the historically mined VMS deposits that include Kinousa and Uncle 
Charles. A geochemical survey (100m line space, 50m sample interval) was carried out and a total of 128 soil 
samples were taken resulting in a coincident copper anomaly. 

 

The target is also supported by a geochemical survey of 128 soil samples conducted on the target are show similar 
amplitude and extents (1km x 2-400m) indicative of a preserved VMS body that is shallowly buried. KinValley is 
permitted and is now being prepared for drilling. 

Exhibit 12: KinValley Target 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 
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Chesterfield has identified the hanging wall of the Kinousa fault as a structure likely to host further massive sulphide 
deposits. A number of preliminary targets have been identified on the fault and work is ongoing to ascertain whether 
there is enough evidence to elevate these targets to drill targets. 
 
There are actually two parallel trends in this area. These are the Limni-Evloimeni-Agia Saranta-Mavroyi, and the 
15km Kinousa Fault zone to the east of the former trend. The best interpretation is the uplifted basal group horst as 
this can be seen at Limni. In an ideal world, Chesterfield would probably have run IP along trend from Limni to 
Mavroyi, a distance of approximately 11km. However, this would have been a major undertaking that would require 
a material budget not appropriate for a junior company. 
 

Discovery South 
 
Discovery South is an area south of the Troodos Mountains previously explored by the United Nations. Nine 
prospects have been identified by Chesterfield and archival data has been digitised. Desk studies and a first pass 
assessment commenced in 3Q 2019. 

 

Exhibit 13:  Geological Assessment Pyramid 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 
Using the results of the two satellite surveys, the IP work, field work and drilling plus much historical work which 
includes an IP survey conducted by the UN and drilling by at least 3 other parties, Chesterfield have put together a 
mineralisation model. 
 
Combining all the information that has been gleaned since they commenced exploration in Cyprus, has enabled 
Chesterfield to put together a list of prioritised targets. The focus has been on Troodos West as that is where the 
main body of historical results are available. These occur in an area dominated by a 10km long structure with multiple 
targets in various settings either at the top of the volcanic pile (exhalative) or within the volcanic pile (stratabound). 
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Exploration Targets at Troodos West 

Exhibit 14:  Locations of current drill targets 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 
Currently, the list contains over 30 targets for buried VMS deposits. The first six targets are currently considered 
priority 1, with targets 7 to 17 ranking in the second tier. Whilst there is scope for some of these priorities to move 
within the ranking, it is currently doubtful if the top three will be displaced. 
 

Tier 1-High Priority 
 
Evlim is a 500m to 700m long EM conductor anomaly to the west and north of the Evoloimeni pit. There is a coincident 
IP anomaly, discovered in 2019 in the southern portion of the target with historical drilling that intercepted copper and 
zinc mineralisation. It is also coincident with an AMT resistivity anomaly and the target is believed to be around 60 to 
100m below the surface. 
 
KinValley is an 800m magnetic anomaly coincident with EM conductor anomalies and AMT conductor anomalies in 
prospective pillow lavas. It is a steeply dipping target and probably continues to Pournaji since the 1st vertical 
derivative magnetics show a connection. The KinValley-Pournaji structure is parallel to the KinPlane-KinousaUG-
Uncle Charles structure. 
 
Hillside including Hillside North and South is an anomaly consisting of three discrete zones of EM conductor 
anomalies 1400m in length, with one coincident with a magnetic anomaly. The EM anomalies are in the highly 
prospective hanging wall of the Kinousa Fault in pillow lavas, directly associated with highly copper anomalous Basal 
Group dykes (analogous to Uncle Charles, 2km northwest). Anomalies appear to be controlled by later cross-faults 
resulting in a favourable structural setting. The anomalies indicate potential mineralisation of a larger tonnage than 
Uncle Charles. 
 
Westline Extension - This target was previously known as Mavroyi, which was a Northern Lion discovery with hole 
MUDD13-02 intersecting 15.05m grading 2.1g/t Au, 15.8g/t Ag, 0.51% Cu and 2.8% Zn. Chesterfield have also put 
3 drill holes into this target with the results detailed on page 14. It is to the north of the Kinousa Fault, the dominant 
north-south structure. Based on geophysical evidence, it is a large target, thought to be split into two 400m segments. 
 
Reefcover is a large geochemical anomaly on the western edge of the fault. It ticks all the boxes for a large VMS 
orebody. 
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Sliver is a very good geophysical anomaly, 800m long located in the hanging wall. It is a fault downthrow to the west 
with high lead values. This indicates the closeness of zinc. 
 

Tier 2 
 
Princess is a 1000m long EM cluster in highly prospective pillow lavas and it is located on a parallel structure to the 
Kinousa fault. The northern 600m are more prospective as they are in the hanging wall of the fault. The whole 
structure is heavily faulted. This target is likely to rise in the rankings. 
 
Embayment is a 1000m by 600m grouping of EM conductor anomalies in prospective pillow lavas. There are partially 
coincident magnetic anomalies and it is adjacent to the altered and anomalous Basal Group dykes. It is the biggest 
grouping of EM anomalies discovered today in Troodos West. It could potentially be drilled using percussion drilling. 
This is another target with the potential to rise in the rankings. 
 
Prince is a grouping of EM targets 800m long and up to 400m wide. It is located in the highly prospective hanging 
wall of the Konousa Fault as per the Hillside targets. It is along strike from UN hole KIN3, drilled 100m up-dip from 
the main target, reported 0.24% Cu, 2.09% Zn, and 3.86g/t Au over 6m indicating mineralisation on the margins of a 
potential cupriferous orebody (high Zn and Au, sporadic occurrences). 
 
Orchard is a 400m long soil anomaly with a largely coincident EM conductor anomaly in prospective lavas. It has 
been drilled previously with the 5 drill holes showing that is very structurally complicated. Chesterfield drilled this 
target in 2019 with one hole that intersected alteration and mineralisation characteristic of the margins of a VMS. Any 
future drilling will be from the south-west but closer than the first hole. This target is under further review but is slipping 
down the target ranking. 

 
Copse West and East are two parallel zones. Copse East is a 1500m zone of EM anomalies that appear to be a 
continuation of the Kinousa fault. The anomalies are in prospective lavas in the hanging wall of fault and, particularly 
in the south, adjacent to classical Basal Group enrichment in copper with excellent vectoring of drill targets. To further 
develop this target an IP study is needed which would be followed by a re-evaluation of its priority. Copse West also 
shows good potential. It is a 1000m zone of EM anomalies that are quite strongly grouped. It is distinguished from 
the conductive sediments by an Xcoil signature. This indicates the presence of a fault that downthrow the sediments 
to the west, in prospective lavas with EM conductor anomalies. This area is very enticing as it has never been 
explored and is thought to be only 20m deep under the caprock. The next step with this prospect is geological 
mapping. 
 
Ridgecrest This target is also known as Loana. The soil survey conducted in 2019 confirmed the spatial distribution 
and copper values of the 1983 survey. A study of the VTEM line crossing the main Ridgecrest anomaly revealed no 
EM anomaly, but the geochemical anomaly is very significant. The target occurs in a forest reserve which while 
complicating exploration, does not make it off limits. With no conductors, the target is thought to be disseminated 
within the feed zone and would probably be open pittable. 

 
Kinplane formerly Kinousa NW is a 700m long contiguous EM conductor anomaly and is a direct extension of the 
Kinousa underground and Uncle Charles deposits. Little to no drilling has been conducted on this target. It plunges 
deeper down dip to the north west along the plane of the Kinousa Fault hanging wall. Half of this anomaly is located 
under the Kinousa village which could pose problematical if the target does become an orebody. This target will gain 
in importance if KinValley develops positively. 

 
Forest formerly known as Larmou East. Chesterfield has applied for an exploration permit for this area. It is an 800m 
long EM conductor with a strong coincident magnetic anomaly. The geology is favourable in that it is a structurally 
complex set of pillow lavas. The target is located in Natura 2000, which is a bird protected area which limits the 
drilling season. 

 
Solar West is a new target, parallel to Orchard but to its west where the sediments are thicker. They are thought to 
be 10’s of metres thick. 
 
Scarp is very similar to Reef Cover but is a weaker anomaly. 
 
The Double 7 target which was drilled in 2018 is now considered to be too small when compared with the other 
targets that have been delineated. 
 
There are also a number of tier 3 targets of which the Caprock and Village are currently the most highly rated. They 
are both located under cover rock and situated to the west of the bulk of the targets. Currently, not so much is known 
geologically regarding this area. 
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Discovery South 

 

The eastern end of the Troodos West Zone was renamed Discovery South mid-2019. This is a newly defined 
prospective area on volcanic units with multiple mineralised occurrences. It was previously explored by the UN. Nine 
prospects have been identified by Chesterfield while archival data is currently being digitised. Desk studies and first 
pass field assessment started in 3Q 2019. 

Exhibit 15: The 9 Prospects at Discovery South 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 

To explore its large licence areas, Chesterfield will focus on identifying the most favourable positions within the 
volcanic units to host VHMS deposits. In particular, the proximity to primary fault systems is considered important to 
form large VHMS systems. Another important consideration for targeting the mineralisation is unravelling the post-
volcanic deformation (rotation and tilting). Some basic exploration constraints for VHMS exploration in Cyprus can 
be highlighted: 

• The largest and highest grade deposits will be in volcanic rocks. 

• The massive pyrite bodies are likely to be buried by later volcanic eruptions, so understanding the local 
eruption-hydrothermal cycle will constrain favourable stratigraphic intervals. 

• Chemical sediments (umber, ochre) are direct proxies for a hydrothermal eruption but are deposited distal to 
associated massive pyrite bodies. They provide useful stratigraphic constraints. 

• Ancient seafloor topography (e.g. rift valleys) would have greatly influenced the site of deposition and 
subsequent preservation of the massive pyrite bodies. It is critical to understand the rotation of fault blocks 
during sea-floor rifting. 

• Alteration zones are expected in the footwall to massive pyrite bodies and may be prospective themselves. 

• Larger alteration zones indicate larger, more persistent hydrothermal systems and should develop larger 
massive pyrite bodies. 

• Identification of the primary rift faults is important given that Troodos was rotated ca. 90° counter- clockwise, 
such that the primary rift faults are now orientated north-south. 

• Dolerite dyke intrusion should be broadly sub-parallel to the main rift faults. 

• Later faulting has clearly shuffled the Troodos rocks such that deposits may have been translocated. 

 

Brandon Hill Comment 

There is very little in the way of assays for precious metals, namely gold and silver, existing in historic exploration or 
production figures. This is actually quite a common occurrence and BHC is aware of such occurrences in Peru and 
the former Yugoslavia. Whilst VMS deposits were not acknowledged as such until 1979, they are well known to 
contain gold and silver in payable quantities and BHC is surprised that during the mining at Limni and Evlomeni that 
there is no mention of these metals. It is possible that this was due to the poor quality of gold assay labs on the island 
at the time. It appears they were not able to identify gold grades of below 2-3 g/t, which they tended to describe only 
as “trace”. 
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Troodos North 

Chesterfield’s Troodos North Project originally comprised five (5) Prospecting Permit applications on the northern 
flanks of the Troodos Mountains.  These licences cover a zone 35km long that is highly prospective for gold-copper 
mineralisation. 
 

Exhibit 16:  The Troodos North Leases 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 

 

One of the key attraction of Troodos North is that historically, this is the area where the largest copper deposits were 
found, including the Mavrovouni mine which produced nearly 750kt of copper until its closure in 1974 and the 
Skouriotissa mine which has produced 294kt of copper and is still producing minor amounts of copper from leach 
pads. Chesterfield’s licences include prospective ground bordering both the Skouriotissa and Mavrovouni mines. 
Now called the Big Mine Brownfields cluster, extensions to Skouriotissa and Mavrovouni on favourable structural 
trends are under investigation.  
 

Chesterfield’s Prospecting Permit applications include the abandoned Agrokipia A/B and Memi mines and are 
adjacent to the abandoned Kokkinoyia, Alestos and Kokkinopezoula mines. The abandoned Mitsero copper floatation 
treatment plant is about 1.5 km north of the Troodos North Project area. This area is currently called the Agrokipia 
mines cluster with the historical mine Agrokipia B believed to contain residual non-compliant high grade resources. 

Recorded production in and adjacent to the Troodos North Project was: 

• Agrokipia A   open cast  333k @ 1.0% copper and 30-44% S 

• Agrokipia B   underground   74kt @ 4.0% Cu and 40% S 

• Memi pyrite   open cast   2.1Mt @ 30-40% S 

• Kokkinoyia   underground   481kt @ 2.0% Cu and 30-40% S 

• Alestos   open cast   661kt @ 0.9% Cu 

• Kokkinopezoula pyrite open cast   5.5Mt @ 24% S 
 

The Troodos North Project is considered prospective for new discoveries because: 

• There is widespread direct evidence for copper mineralisation, such as outcrops of primary copper-pyrite-
sulphide, malachite staining and ancient slag piles 

• The high-grade copper at the Agrokipia A and Kokkinoyia mines demonstrates grade potential, whereas the 
two large pyrite mines at Memi and Kokkinopezoula demonstrate the size potential in the area 

• There are potential extensions around known mines and prospects 

• The permit area includes the South Mathiatas prospect where in 2006 EMED Mining reported a 2.1 Mt @ 
0.95 % Zn inferred resource (JORC 2004). 
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Exhibit 17: Looking East to the Skouriotissa Mine 

 

Source: BHC 

 

Xyliato contains the Memi Mine which was centred on a 3Mt pyritic massive sulphide lens. A north-south trending 
structure will be investigated for further massive sulphides and potential gold and base metal content. Further, there 
is believed to contain high grade but non-compliant resources left in the ground at Agrokipia B.  
 

Troodos East 

The Troodos East Project comprised one Prospecting Permit application surrounding the Anglesidhes Prospect on 
the eastern edge of the Troodos Mountains. 
 

Anglesidhes was in production in the 1930’s when 9,836t of pyrite with 5.98% Cu, 1,336t with 24.5 g/t Au and 86.4 
g/t Ag, were mined. In addition, the Government drilled a non-compliant hole in 1970 which is recorded at 15.3m @ 
2.3% Cu.  

 

The Troodos East Project area is positioned to test the north and south extension of the Anglesidhes prospect where 
the target rocks are shallowly covered by recent sediment. Chesterfield has not completed any work at the Troodos 
East Project except for starting a desk-top review of available archival material. 

Limni Pit & Blue Water Project 

As discussed earlier, the Limni pit is an old historic mine. The EU helped fund back filling of the pit during the period 
2009-2011. The back fill material was old tailings and low grade mine dumps. Together, along with the unmined low 
grade ore that was left in the pit, it is estimated to have a contained copper content of several thousand tonnes. 
 

Acid rock drainage conditions are causing leaching of the copper from returned mine products augmented by in situ 
leaching of inaccessible and/or the remaining copper ore in the pit. Rain diluted waters are draining from the pit and 
have been sampled at between 60 and 100mg per litre copper. 
 

This gives a potential opportunity to extract the copper from these solutions. Although copper production would likely 
be via an SX/EW plant and would also clean up the local streams which are currently being polluted. 

 

Royalties & Taxation 
The current government royalty, calculated on the Free-On-Board (FOB) price, is 1% for metals and alloys; 2.5% for 
enriched minerals, cemented metals, salts or compounds of metals; and 5.0% for raw minerals. Cyprus has a 
corporate tax rate of 12.5%. 
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The Valuation of Pre-Resource Companies 
 
There are a number of pre-discovery and/or resource companies listed globally that are valued on the perspectivity 
of their exploration ground. The value of such companies is driven by the probability of the Company being able to 
identify an economic mining project and subsequently develop such project. Recent exploration successes include 
The ASX listed Sirius Resources discovery of a world class nickel/copper Novo deposit in Australia that took the 
company from a market cap of less than $10M to being acquired for A$1.8B during the period 2012 to 2015. Also, 
Mariana Resources, listed in London held 30% of the Hot Maden project in Turkey that became a world class 
discovery and took the Company from a market cap of £6M to £160M. These both were world class discoveries. 
Whilst typically juniors will identify and develop fairly robust projects, the following considerations are worth noting: 

1. The commodity focus 

Gold and base metals are viewed as favourable commodities for junior companies as they tend not to be easier to 
develop, provide less logistical problems for project development and are scalable.  Bulk commodities tend to require 
a lot more capital which makes it inherently more difficult for a junior company to develop such projects.  
 
2. Proximity to other successful mines or exploration 

Junior companies that are close to proven geological districts will attract more interest and are quite often given M&A 
premiums due to the possibility of cost synergies in developing a number of projects serviced by one plant. 
 
3. Proven management team 

Many management teams build up successful track records of identifying and developing projects. Such teams will 
attract premiums given the scarcity of success in exploration and their ability to attract new capital.  
 
4. Ease of access to funding 

There is a substantial number of junior companies listed globally seeking a relatively limited pool of capital dedicated 
to the high-risk business of discovery and exploration. Companies that can attract a mix of institutional and strategic 
investment tend to be have premium valuations due to the resources available to them. 
 
5. The jurisdiction of exploration  

This has become a key filter on valuation as the location dictates the fiscal regime, rule of law and social attitudes 
towards mining.  
 
6.  Work Programme 

However, at the end of the day, it will be the drill bit that determines the outcome for the company. 
In summary BHC believes that Chesterfield has a strong basis to be re-rated based on their extensive list of targets 
in a proven geological setting. Also, we have favourable view on the jurisdiction and its history of mining. Moreover, 
the management team have had highly successful careers of discovery and development so in the event that an 
economic discovery is made they should be able to access funding and build value for shareholders. Given the 
current market cap of circa £3M there is little value attributed to their exploration work to date and the forthcoming 
work programme will provide significant insight into whether they are sitting on pay dirt. 
 

High impact exploration  
 
Case Study: Mariana Resources 
 
Brandon Hill Capital acted as broker to Mariana Resources during its initial discovery at Hot Maden, Turkey. The 
chart below recognises the increase in value from the discovery hole in 2015 to its eventual sale to Sandstorm two 
years later in 2017. The Hot Maden project was “world class” given the resource size and grades and it should be 
noted that Mariana were only 30% holders of the project, therefore, that attracted a discount to the valuation given 
they were not owner/operators of Hot Maden. The company went from a market cap of £6M to £166M over two years. 
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February 2015 Announced the results of three outstanding drill holes. The best holes reported 103m 
@ 9.0g/t gold and 2.2% copper and 82m @ 20.4g/t gold and 1.9% copper. Market 
capitalisation was £6.4M.   

August 2015 Announced a maiden resource of 3M gold equivalent ounces.  Market capitalisation 
had risen to £20.2M. 

July 2016 Announced an updated resource to an indicated resource of 7.1Mt grading 12.2g/t gold 
and 2.3% copper. The metal content was 2.8M oz of gold and 166kt of copper.  Market 
capitalisation had risen to £63M. 

April 2017 Sandstorm bid £166.85M for Mariana. Mariana only owned 30% of the Hot Maden 
project. 

 

Comparative Companies in London  
 

Pembridge Resources 
 
Although Pembridge is a “re-start” story, whereas Chesterfield is an exploration story, there are many similarities. 
The Pembridge story is about the restart of Minto Mines, in the Yukon, Canada, which is a conglomerate of smallish 
orebodies grading between 1.5% and 2% copper. These orebodies are all enriched with gold and silver and feed a 
central processing plant. The area is also highly prospective for finding more orebodies close to the existing workings 
and at depth. There are outcropping orebodies, but these tend to be lower grade and oxidised, yielding much lower 
recoveries. 
 
Although the Minto orebodies are not VMS in origin, Chesterfield presents a similar opportunity. Instead of the 
outcropping orebodies being oxidised and lower grade, they have all been mined. Whilst we doubt that the 
underground orebodies that Chesterfield is exploring for will be higher grade than mined out orebodies, we do expect 
that they will be better than 1% copper. Further, despite little history of precious metal credits, Chesterfield are finding 
gold and silver in every target they drill. Whilst these may not be economic on their own, collectively they could form 
a commercial mining project. It is common that VMS mining projects are formed by a number of smaller high grade 
deposits. Further, the size of the orebodies Chesterfield are seeking are probably going to be very similar in size to 
those at Minto. 
 
Greatland Gold 
 

This is the most recent story of exploration success on the AIM market, with the share price going from 1.7p just 
before Christmas 2019 to 12.5p on the early June 2020. There are two reasons for this uplift in the share price.  On 
the 17th December 2019 they released drilling results from Firetower and Firetower East. At Firetower, economic 
gold grades were reported in several drill holes at shallow depths and at Firetower East, drilling encountered zinc 
and silver mineralisation in the first drill hole, which is thought to indicate the potential for a VMS system. However, 
the more probable cause of the rise in the share price is the release on the 2nd December of drill results from the 
Havieron JV with Newcrest. Havieron would appear to be a large copper gold orebody which is deep. The most 
recent drill results have shown good gold values up to 8.9g/t with payable copper over good widths. The target is 
strategically located 45km east of the major Telfer gold mine, and 500km east of rail and port infrastructure at Port 
Hedland. Newcrest is earning its interest in the project through a 4-stage farm-in process. Newcrest is a “block-
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caving” specialist, a mining technique that would probably lend itself to the exploitation of the Havieron orebody and 
there is the potential to use the Telfer mill to process the ore, which would greatly reduce development costs. 
 

Arc Minerals 
 
Arc Resources is an AIM listed copper explorer, whose principal asset is a 72.5% interest in Zamsort a privately-
owned company. Zamsort is developing the Kalaba copper-cobalt project in north west Zambia. This is a very different 
proposition to that of Chesterfield. The orebodies in western Zambia tend to be lower grade, typically around 0.6% 
copper, but huge, measuring hundreds of millions of tonnes. Some contain gold, some cobalt, both very valuable co-
products. However, Zambia, whilst a pro-mining African country brings much higher political risk, with a history of 
nationalisation, privatisation and constant changes to tax and royalty rates at the whim of the government. 
 

Asiamet Resources 
 

Asiamet is an AIM listed copper explorer, whose principal asset is the BKM deposit located in central Kalimantan. 
The company is proposing to develop a 25kt pa open pit mine producing 25kt pa of copper through the SX-EW route. 
It has a forecast C1 cost of US$1.65/lb. The project has been granted environmental permit and the Indonesian 
Feasibility Study has been approved with the forestry permit process underway. It will require initial capex of 
US$223.4M and comes associated with the high political risk of being in Indonesia. It also investigating value 
enhancements and the exploration upside of the area which has the potential to double the NPV of the project to 
around US$250M. 
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Investment Risks 
 

Exploration 
 
Chesterfield in an exploration company, ie, a company looking for assets. Although it has had a number of successful 
drill holes, it has yet to discover an orebody. Further, orebodies in Cyrus tend to be small. So it probably has to find 
a number of orebodies in relatively close proximity that would feed one central processing plant. However, this fits 
the concept for VMS orebodies and Cyprus has only ever mined the outcrops historically, so there is good potential 
to find deeper and as yet unmined deposits. 
 
Since mining ended around 1974, very little exploration has been conducted in Cyprus. Indeed, VMS deposits were 
only recognised as such in 1979 and since that time the geology of such deposits has improved substantially. This 
means that old data from brownfields sites can be reappraised. Further, exploration technology has improved 
significantly since the 1970’s making it far easier to find orebodies that were missed 50 years ago. Lastly, drilling was 
much slower and less effective in the 1970’s when mainly churn drills were used. 
 

Geology 
 
With several known historic copper mines on the leases currently held by Chesterfield, the geology is known to host 
copper occurrences and the exploration of such areas should be seen as relatively low risk. However, whether leases 
still in application will be granted to Chesterfield going forward, is an unknown risk. 
 

Country 
 
Cyprus had a history of copper mining and it trying to diversify its economy away from services. However, the 
discovery of huge gas resources to the south of the Greek sector has come to the attention of Turkey which is making 
mild threats. A substantial copper find, close to the “Green Line” could raise significant political tensions which would 
have the potential to delay development. Further, should Chesterfield find and develop a mining operation it will 
subject to the taxes and regulations of Cyprus, which may change. 
 

Financial 
 
Chesterfield is unlikely to be generating cash flows in the near future and will probably have to raise further finance 
to continue exploration. Most exploration projects do not result in the discovery of commercially mineable deposits, 
and with large exploration leases to be worked, there may be several financial raisings going forward. 
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Appendix A - Corporate Structure & Shareholders  
 

Exhibit 18:  Chesterfield Corporate Structure 

 

 

Source: Chesterfield Resources 
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Appendix B – Directors & Senior Management 
 

Martin French               Executive Chairman 

Mr French has over 30 years of experience in capital markets, investment banking and mining. He began his career 
at Merrill Lynch, and was country manager for Credit Lyonnais Securities Asia (CLSA) in various locations in Asia, 
before setting up its business in Latin America. Mr French was also Managing Director of North River Resources plc 
from December 2012 until January 2015 and took its Namibia-based brownfield lead-zinc project through to bankable 
feasibility study and sourced a strategic funding partner. The project is now under construction. 
 

Michael Parker                  Managing Director 

Mr Parker has over 30 years’ experience as an exploration geologist and was promoted from Chief Operating Officer 
to Managing Director in early June 2020. His previous career includes 20-years with First Quantum Minerals (FQM). 
While at FQM he was Country Manager for DRC, where he managed over 100 exploration personal and played a 
key role in two major copper discoveries, the Lonshi and Frontier mines. He was more recently appointed Country 
Manager with responsibility for FQM’s operations in Peru and Argentina. 
 

David Cliff                Non-Executive Director 

Mr Cliff has over 50 years in exploration and mine geology. Previously he had over 26 years at Rio Tinto including 
five as Exploration Manager Europe. He has a BSc Hons in Geology and a Chartered Engineer, Member of the 
Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining 
 

Peter Damouni          Non-Executive Director 

Mr. Damouni has over 17 years of experience in investment banking and capital markets, with expertise in mining 
and oil and gas. Throughout his career, Mr. Damouni has worked on and led equity and debt financings valued over 
$5 billion. He has comprehensive experience in equity financing, restructuring, corporate valuations and advisory 
assignments. 
 

Neil O’Brian             Technical Consultant 

Previously Head of Exploration at Lundin Mining. Neil was one of the longest serving employees at Lundin Mining, 
and he is a leading authority on the Tethyan belt and VMS deposits. Neil is Technical Consultant to Chesterfield and 
has also invested in the company. 
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Appendix C – Country Overview 
 

Population (2018) 1.17M 

Major Language 
Greek and Turkish are the official languages, although English is 
prevalent throughout the island 

Capital  Nicosia 

GDP (as of 2019) US$25B 

Major Religion  Christian 

Major Exports 
Electronical and optical equipment ,machinery, transport equipment, pulp 
and paper, chemicals, basic metals, timber 

Currency  Euro 

Unemployment Rate (April 2020) 8.9%  

Major Natural Resources Natural gas  

 

The island of Cyprus is situated in the Eastern Mediterranean at the hub of three continents, linking Europe with the 
Middle East, Africa and Asia. Cyprus is a former British colony which became independent in 1960. 
 
Cyprus joined the European Union in 2004, resulting in an economy offering numerous advantages within a common 
European market. Cyprus adopted the Euro as its currency on 1 January 2008, further confirming the country’s 
macroeconomic stability and its commitment to low inflation, low interest rates and high growth.  
 
Cyprus has an open-market economy with the private sector comprising the backbone of economic activity. Private 
enterprise is greatly promoted and supported by decades of consistent government policy and a stable political and 
legal system. 
 
Cyprus has a well-functioning common law legal system based on principles established through historical links with 
the United Kingdom. The origin of the Cyprus Companies Law and other laws regulating business is UK legislation, 
updated for 21st century business practice and harmonised with EC Directives. 
 
The area of the Republic of Cyprus under government control has a market economy dominated by a services sector 
that accounts for more than four-fifths of GDP. Tourism, finance, shipping, and real estate have traditionally been the 
most important services. 
 
During the first five years of EU membership, the Cyprus economy grew at an average rate of about 4%, with 
unemployment between 2004 and 2008 averaging about 4%. However, the economy tipped into recession in 2009 
as the ongoing global financial crisis and resulting low demand hit the tourism and construction sectors. An 
overextended banking sector with excessive exposure to Greek debt added to the contraction. Cyprus’ biggest two 
banks were among the largest holders of Greek bonds in Europe and had a substantial presence in Greece through 
bank branches and subsidiaries. Following numerous downgrades of its credit rating, Cyprus lost access to 
international capital markets in May 2011. In July 2012, Cyprus became the fifth euro-zone government to request 
an economic bailout program from the European Commission, European Central Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund - known collectively as the "Troika." 
 
Shortly after the election of President Nikos Anastasiades in February 2013, Cyprus reached an agreement with the 
Troika on a $13B bailout that triggered a two-week bank closure and the imposition of capital controls that remained 
partially in place until April 2015. Cyprus' two largest banks merged and the combined entity was recapitalized 
through conversion of some large bank deposits to shares and imposition of losses on bank bondholders. As with 
other EU countries, the Troika conditioned the bailout on passing financial and structural reforms and privatizing 
state-owned enterprises. Despite downsizing and restructuring, the Cypriot financial sector throughout 2015 
remained burdened by the largest stock of non-performing loans in the euro zone, equal to nearly half of all loans. 
Since the bailout, Cyprus has received positive appraisals by the Troika and outperformed fiscal targets but has 
struggled to overcome political opposition to bailout-mandated legislation, particularly regarding privatizations. 
Cyprus emerged from recession in 2015 and its economy grew an estimated 1.5% for the year, setting a positive 
tone for the scheduled end of the bailout program in March 2016. Growth recovered to 3.4% in 2017 and 3.9% in 
2018, while unemployment dropped to 11.8%. Economic growth of -6.5% and 5.6% is forecast for 2020 and 2021 
respectively. The rate of non-performing loans (NPLs) is still very high at around 49%, and growth would accelerate 
if Cypriot banks could increase the pace of resolution of these NPLs. 
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In October 2013, a US-Israeli consortium completed preliminary appraisals of hydrocarbon deposits in Cyprus’ 
exclusive economic zone (EEZ), which estimated gross mean reserves of about 130 billion cubic meters. Though 
exploration continues in Cyprus’ EEZ, no additional commercially exploitable reserves have been identified. 
Developing offshore hydrocarbon resources remains a critical component of the government’s economic recovery 
efforts, but development has been delayed as a result of regional developments and disagreements about 
exploitation methods. 
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Peter Rose 
 
Peter has 34 years’ experience in equities as a resources analyst; he has been at Brandon Hill Capital, formerly 
Brandon Hill Capital for 13 years. Prior to that he spent 11 years with Deutsche Bank in Australia. Prior to this he 
spent 2 years with Prudential Bache and 6 years with James Capel. Peter's industry experience includes 16 years 
as a metallurgist, 3 years with De Beers in South Africa and 9 years in the uranium industry, 7 of which were spent 
at the Ranger Uranium mine. Peter holds a BSc degree in Applied Mineral Science from Leeds University UK and a 
Bachelor of Commerce from the University of South Africa. Peter is also a member of the Institute of Materials, Mining 
& Metallurgy and a chartered engineer. 
 
+44 (0)203 463 5034 
 
Peter.Rose@brandonhillcapital.com 

 

 
Investment Analyst Certification 
 
All research is issued under the regulatory oversight of Brandon Hill Capital Limited. Each Investment Analyst of Brandon 
Hill Capital Limited whose name appears as the Author of this Investment Research hereby certifies that the 
recommendations and opinions expressed in the Investment Research accurately reflect the Investment Analyst’s personal, 
independent and objective views about any and all of the Designated Investments or Relevant Issuers discussed herein 
that are within such Investment Analyst’s coverage universe. 
 
Brandon Hill Capital Limited provides professional independent research services and all Analysts are free to determine 
which assignments they accept, and they are free to decline to publish any research notes if their views change. 
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Research Disclaimers 
Research disclosure as of 16 June 2020 

 

Company Name Disclosure 

Chesterfield Resources  1, 2, 7 

 
Investment Research Disclosure Legend: 
 

1. In the past 12 months, Brandon Hill Capital Limited or its affiliates have had corporate finance mandates or 
managed or co-managed a public offering of the Relevant Issuer’s securities or received compensation for 
Corporate Finance services from the Relevant Issuer. 
 

2. Brandon Hill Capital Limited expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for Corporate Finance services 
from this Company in the next six months. 

 
3. The Investment Analyst or a member of the Investment Analyst’s household has a long position in the shares or 

derivatives of the Relevant Issuer. 
 

4. The Investment Analyst or a member of the Investment Analyst’s household has a short position in the 
shares or derivatives of the Relevant Issuer. 

 
5. As of the month end immediately preceding the date of publication of this report, or the prior month end if 

publication is within 10 days following a month end, Brandon Hill Capital Limited and / or its affiliates 
beneficially owned 1% or more of any class of common equity securities of the Relevant Issuer. 

 
6. A senior executive or director of Brandon Hill Capital Limited or a member of his or her household is an 

officer, director or advisor, board member of the Relevant Issuer and / or one of his subsidiaries. 
 

7. Brandon Hill Capital Limited acts as corporate broker for the Relevant Issuer. 
 

The Investment Analyst who is responsible for the preparation of this Investment Research is employed by Brandon 
Hill Capital Limited, a securities broker-dealer. 
The Investment Analyst who is responsible for the preparation of this Investment Research has received (or will 
receive) compensation linked to the general profits of Brandon Hill Capital Limited. 

       

 

Disclaimer: Important Information  

 

This document is not independent and should not be relied on as an impartial or objective assessment of its 
subject matter. Given the foregoing, this document is deemed to be a marketing communication and as such has not 
been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research 
and Brandon Hill Capital Limited is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of dissemination of this document 
as it would be if it were independent investment research. 
 
This document has been issued by Brandon Hill Capital Limited for information purposes only and should 
not be construed in any circumstances as an offer to sell or solicitation of any offer to buy any security or other 
financial instrument, nor shall it, or the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, 
any contract relating to such action. This document has no regard for the specific investment objectives, financial 
situation or needs of any specific entity. Brandon Hill Capital Limited and/or connected persons may, from time to 
time, have positions in, make a market in and/or effect transactions in any investment or related investment 
mentioned herein and may provide financial services to the issuers of such investments. The information contained 
herein is based on materials and sources that we believe to be reliable, however, Brandon Hill Capital Limited makes 
no representation or warranty, either express or implied, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
information contained herein. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material 
only. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and Brandon Hill Capital Limited is under no 
obligation to update the information contained herein. None of Brandon Hill Capital Limited, its affiliates or employees 
shall have any liability whatsoever for any indirect or consequential loss or damage arising from any use of this 
document. 
 
This report has been approved in the UK by Brandon Hill Capital Limited solely for the purposes of section 21 of the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.  In the UK, this report is directed at and is for distribution only to persons 
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who (i) fall within Article 19(1) (persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments) or 
Article 49(2) (a) to (d) (high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc.) of the Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 (as amended) or (ii) are professional clients or eligible 
counterparties of Brandon Hill Capital Limited (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant 
persons”).  This report must not be acted on or relied up on by persons in the UK who are not relevant persons. 
 
Neither this report nor any copy of part thereof may be distributed in any other jurisdictions where its distribution may 
be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this report comes should inform themselves about, and 
observe any such restrictions. Distribution of this report in any such other jurisdictions may constitute a violation of 
UK or US securities law, or the law of any such other jurisdictions. 
 
Investments in general involve some degree of risk, including the risk of capital loss. The services, securities and 
investments discussed in this document may not be available to nor suitable for all investors. Investors should make 
their own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and, if in any doubt, 
should seek advice from an investment advisor. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance 
and an investor may not get back the amount originally invested. Where investment is made in currencies other than 
the investor’s base currency, movements in exchange rates will have an effect on the value, either favourable or 
unfavourable. Levels and bases for taxation may change. When we comment on AIM or NEXT shares you should 
be aware that because the rules for those markets are less demanding than the Official List of London Stock 
Exchange plc, the risks are higher. Furthermore, the marketability of these shares is often restricted. 
 
Brandon Hill Capital Limited may distribute research in reliance on rule 15a-6(a) (2) of the Securities and Exchange 
Act 1934 to persons that are major US Institutional investors, however, transactions in any securities must be effected 
through a US registered broker-dealer. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of the 
relevant country’s laws for which Brandon Hill Capital Limited does not accept any responsibility. By accepting this 
document you agree that you have read the above disclaimer and to be bound by the foregoing limitations/restrictions. 
 
Please note that unless otherwise stated, the share price used in this publication is taken at the close of business for 
the previous day. 
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Corporate Finance & Broking 
 
Jonathan Evans  
Tel: +44 20 3463 5016 
Email: jonathan.evans@brandonhillcapital.com 
 
Wei Jiao 
Tel: +44 20 3463 5019 
Email: Wei.Jiao@brandonhillcapital.com 
 
Robert Beenstock 
Tel:+44 20 3463 5023 
Email: Robert.beenstock@brandonhillcapital.com 
 
 
 
 

 

Corporate Finance & Broking 
 
Jonathan Evans  
Tel: +44 20 3463 5016 
Email: jonathan.evans@brandonhillcapital.com 
 
Wei Jiao 
Tel: +44 20 3463 5019 
Email: Wei.Jiao@brandonhillcapital.com 
 
Enzo Aliaj 
Tel: +44 20 3463 5026 
Email: Enzo.aliaj@brandonhillcapital.com 
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